SAPL Block Week

Fall Block week is coming up already! This year our Fall Block Week courses are taking place **November 6 - 10, 2023.** It is a one of a kind intensive course only offered here at UCalgary's School of Architecture, Planning and Landscape.

Learn more about SAPL Block Week here

EVENTS

**UFlourish Wellness Events**

The annual UFlourish expo is running from **November 1 - 15, 2023.** De-stress, make new connections and build positive coping skills.

Join Student Wellness Services (SWS) and Staff Wellness, with support from the Campus Mental Health Strategy (CMHS) for events and activities to support your well-being and resilience.

Learn more and register here
Professor Graham Livesey’s Last Lecture

Graham Livesey – SAPL professor, will be presenting his last lecture on **Friday, November 10, 2023** at the CBDLab. You would not want to miss out on Dr. Livesey’s presentation about his reflection upon his career in the architecture field.

Register here

---

LEED Green Associate (GA) Training Webinar

Make your resume stand out with the premier sustainability designation. Earning LEED accreditation gives employers and clients assurance of your certified knowledge in the sustainability space. Learn more at the upcoming webinar on **Saturday, November 18, 2023**.

Students can use the coupon code ‘green’ for $100 off (Discounted course price $200).

Learn more and register here

---

APPI and UCalgary's Students Professional Planner Networking Event

Do you have an interest in Professional Planning? Please join the Alberta Professional Planners Institute (APPI) in this professional networking event on **Tuesday November 21, 2023**. Students from all faculties and departments (Planning students and curious-about-Planning students who are interested in learning more about planning) are welcome to attend the APPI and UCalgary's Annual Professional Networking Event.

This event is a great opportunity for students to
ask professional planners about a career in professional planning! Complimentary pizza and refreshments is also included.

Register here

---

**A Healthier Future for All: Mobilizing Health Equity Research Into Action**

The O’Brien Institute for Public Health presents its 2023 Members Forum - A healthier future for all: Mobilizing health equity research into action on **Wednesday, November 22, 2023**. This event will bring researchers, students and community organizations together to forge a collaborative path toward transformative health equity solutions.

Learn more and register here

---

**Exploring the Potential of AI in Educational Media Production**

How can we use AI effectively to create educational content? Learn from experts and thought leaders on **Tuesday, December 12, 2023** as they share their strategies and tips for integrating AI tools to enhance creativity, amplify educational impact, and create immersive learning experiences. Sandra Abegglen – SAPL Researcher, will be presenting at the event.

SAPL students can attend the online event for free (event costs €50) by emailing Sandra Abegglen sandra.abegglen@ucalgary.ca

Learn more and register here

---

**IN THE NEWS**
Maya Lin to Design Terrace at Glenbow Museum

A world-renowned American artist known for her 1982 Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington, D.C., and her 1988 Civil Rights Memorial in Montgomery, Ala., has been chosen to design the rooftop terrace at Glenbow Museum. She will design the 13,000-square-foot terrace on the fifth-floor rooftop of the building.

Read more

SAPL's Latest Milestone: The BDCI Program

Representing a groundbreaking initiative in the world of undergraduate design education in Canada, the BDCI program has been crafted to provide students with a comprehensive introduction to design thinking for cities.

Read more

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Do the #penguinshuffle.

Snow happens but slips, trips and falls don't have to. Practice safe winter walking.

Report snow-covered or icy sidewalks and roadways to the Facilities Customer Care Centre by phone: 403-220-7555 or email: myfacilities@ucalgary.ca

.ucalgary.ca/safe-winter-walking
PhD Student Research Feature

Did you know that SAPL now has an official place on the website to showcase PhD student's research work? Similar to the DDes Research page, the new PhD Research page showcases the students in the PhD program's work.

Check it out here

If you would like your work to be featured on the website, please send an email to marcomm@sapl.ucalgary.ca with the subject line "PhD Research Submission" along with your submission package.

Building Together: Your input, Calgary's Progress | Survey

The City of Calgary is updating plans that will shape the Calgary of the future—and make sure our city keeps on being a great place to live. They want to hear from you!

To make informed decisions for the City Building program, they must know why people choose to live in Calgary, what's working well, and what matters most to Calgarians.

Learn more and participate in the survey here

SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITY

The National Urban Design Awards

The National Urban Design Awards are now open until Thursday, January 11, 2024. Submissions can be made directly from individual students or groups of students enrolled in an accredited program in architecture, landscape architecture, and/or...
planning in the past two years. Such students 
and student groups may also be nominated by 
their schools to submit. Students and schools 
may forward submissions from studio or thesis 
projects with an emphasis on urban design.

All SAPL students are eligible to apply!

Learn more

SAFL STUDENT TALENTS

Flower Fields and Flying Sparks | John Paul 
Echavez | BDCI

Year: 2023
Media: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 19.8 x 16 inches
Description: This painting, based upon the 
impressionist style, highlights a young lady in a 
calm flower field watching a sky dominated by 
lying lanterns. The intention behind the painting 
was to express a romantic attitude towards the 
feelings of awe and comfort.

Like what you see up here? Share your talent 
with us too! Send your work to 
marcomm@sapl.ucalgary.ca

MYSTERY MONDAY

Mysterious Yellow Cube

The mystery of the Yellow Cubes has finally 
been solved! If you have been keeping your 
eyes peeled, you would have noticed these 
Yellow Cubes scattered around campus at 
certain locations.

Fabian Neuhaus – SAPL professor, had been 
conducting a study to better understand 
teaching and learning scholarship, research, and 
inquiry on campus. Stay tuned for more of this 
mystery to be revealed!

JOBS
Current Opportunities

Intern Architect – Station One Architects

Are you passionate about building BC communities? Station One Architects is looking for an intern architect who designs with purpose and impact. Join them in creating vital community spaces that inspire. Learn more and apply here

Student Intern Architect – SHAPE Architecture Inc.

SHAPE Architecture is a diverse and exciting Vancouver-based architecture practice of 30 talented designers with a focus on delivering professional architectural consulting services throughout western Canada. They have an immediate opportunity for the position of Student Intern in their Vancouver office. Learn more and apply here

Elevate Job Board for SAPL Students

Are you a student looking for a job or internship? SAPL is now a participant in UCalgary's official job board – Elevate

Students can access this searchable and organizeable job board by clicking here. Elevate is accessed by using your myUCalgary login. We hope this platform will easily and more effectively bring attractive job opportunities to more of our students, and do so in a faster and more effective manner.

DESIGN BYTES

SINGAPORE’S ARCHITECTURE IS A REASON FOR LONGEVITY

ARCHITECTURE STRATEGIES TO POSTPONING THE END OF THE WORLD

THE BEST ARCHITECTURE SOFTWARE IN 2023

Have any website updates?

Let us know what needs our attention on the SAPL website. Send a detailed note to marcomm@sapl.ucalgary.ca explaining the problem, and please provide the content to be uploaded, updated, or that is simply missing.
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